slow and fast components, with the increase in SP in either direction. It is worth to note, however, that the EEG and EP changed only occasionally with spontaneous SP level.
When the stimulus of various parameter was repetitively applied to the bulbar RF, the cortical SP level shifts sometimes, but not always, in various ways. Fig. 5 a shows suggesting that both DP and cortical surface SP originate from the most superficial layers of cortex (17, 18) . However, SP may be a reflection of the activities of more extensive area of cortex.
EEG may be originated not only from the adjacent area under electrode, but also from the wide spread area of cortex, possibly involving the subcortical tissue, though it has not been completely clarified.
Thus, in awake or alert state, the desynchronization in EEG may be produced by the indenpendent and incorrelative activities of a lot of neurones in an extensive area, and EP is also composed only of the initial fast component.
The In other words, DC develops and extends the significant unity region.
The EP and EEG change vary closely with the forced SP, especially under light or moderate anesthesia. This fact can be explained as follows: By DC application, the limited synchronization area could be generated experimentally, so that the forced SP, EP and EEG have an unity region as the common source field. The synchronization in EEG in this case may be called the forced synchronization.
In this case the slow component was superimposed by intense fast component, which may be ascribed to the surrounding area being irritated and desynchronized by the flowing current. If the spontaneous synchronization had been established by anesthesia previously, the forced synchronization will more easily be developed by DC without accompanying the intense fast component.
RF activation by repetitive stimulation may cause the cortical SP to shift occasionally, but not in regular way. In other words, the RF activation and spontaneous cortical SP have no direct parallelism. On the other hand, RF activation caused the EEG change (arousal reaction) in very regular manner as shown in fig. 6 . This may mean that the RF has little participation in the development of SP, which has been supposed to be originated in upper layers of cortex, and that RF is a principal partaker of the arousal reaction in EEG.
